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Broadcast-Based Peer-to-Peer Collaborative Video
Streaming Among Mobiles

Man-Fung Leung and S.-H. Gary Chan

Abstract—In traditional mobile streaming networks such as 3G
cellular networks, all users pull streams from a server. Such pull
model leads to high streaming cost and problem in system scala-
bility. In this paper, we propose and investigate a fully distributed,
scalable, and cost-effective protocol to distribute multimedia
content to mobiles in a peer-to-peer manner. Our protocol, termed
Collaborative Streaming among Mobiles (COSMOS), makes use
of broadcasting and data sharing to achieve high performance (in
terms of delay, cost fairness, stream continuity, etc.). In COSMOS,
only a few peers pull video descriptions from base stations. Using
a free broadcast channel (such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth), they share
the streams to nearby neighbors. As a result, COSMOS greatly
reduces the streaming cost and cellular bandwidth requirement.
Furthermore, as video streams are supplied by multiple peers,
COSMOS is robust to peer failure. Since broadcasting is used
to distribute video data, COSMOS is highly scalable to large
number of users. In COSMOS, peers autonomously determine
whether to broadcast packets or not in order to efficiently use of
the channel bandwidth. By taking turns to pull descriptions, peers
can effectively share, and hence substantially reduce, streaming
cost. As broadcast scope is small and peers can often obtain a
number of streams from its neighbors, COSMOS achieves low
delay and excellent stream continuity.

Index Terms—Ad-hoc, collaborative streaming, mobiles,
peer-to-peer, video broadcasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N TRADITIONAL mobile streaming system such as 3G cel-
lular network [1], users in the range of a base station “pull”

streams from a remote server.1 Depending on the amount of
data streamed, they are charged for a certain streaming fee. As
cellular channels are precious and limited in number, such ap-
proach is usually costly and is not scalable in terms of user ca-
pacity. In addition, users have to be in the coverage of the base
station in order to be served. This greatly limits the pervasive
deployment of multimedia streaming services.

With the evolution of mobile technology, we have witnessed
in recent years great improvement in processing capability,
battery power, and memory of mobile devices such as cel-
lular phones and PDAs. Many mobile devices nowadays can
exchange data using some secondary wireless channels such
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1In this paper, we use “peers,” “mobiles,” “nodes,” and “users” interchange-
ably.

as IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth [2], [3]. These secondary chan-
nels can often be turned on simultaneously with the cellular
channel. As these channels are broadcasting and free in nature,
we can make use of them to achieve cost-effective collaborative
peer-to-peer streaming. As a matter of fact, peer-to-peer archi-
tecture has been shown to be an effective way for data delivery,
especially for media streaming [4]. It reduces the bandwidth
cost and increases the scalability of the system.

In this paper, we propose and study a fully distributed, scal-
able and cost-effective protocol called Collaborative Streaming
among Mobiles (COSMOS) to share multimedia stream.2 We
make use of the secondary free channels already available
in mobile devices today to form a broadcast-based mobile
network, where mobiles share their multimedia streams among
their peers in near vicinity. In COSMOS, some mobiles are
“pullers,” who pull streams from the base station and hence are
the payers in the system. By taking turns in being the pullers,
the mobiles can share streaming cost more fairly. Such ap-
proach is particularly attractive for popular multimedia streams
such as live sport events and breaking news, which may be of
interest to many users in the vicinity of each other.

COSMOS may incorporate with multiple description coding
(MDC) to improve its failure resilience, where a video stream is
coded into multiple independent “descriptions” which may be
arbitrarily combined and played back.3 The more descriptions
one receives, the higher the video quality is. A peer in COSMOS
randomly selects and downloads a video description through the
cellular channel, and broadcasts to its nearby neighbors using
the secondary wireless channel.

There are two approaches for multimedia data broadcasting
in COSMOS. The first one is that a description is broadcasted
with a certain fixed broadcast scope or hop from a puller. For the
second one, the broadcast scope is dynamic depending on node
density. A node determines whether video broadcast is neces-
sary so as to efficiently use the secondary channel bandwidth.

In COSMOS, a peer may collect more than one description
while paying only for one. A peer does not pull any description
if it has already received full set of descriptions from the broad-
cast channel. In COSMOS, we hence have two types of mobiles
at any instant of time: pullers who pay for their streams, and pas-
sive receivers who do not need to pay any at that time. Clearly,
as opposed to the traditional “what-you-pull-is-what-you-get”
approach, our system is of much lower cost and higher user ca-
pacity. Its performance improves, rather than decreases, with the
number of peers (in terms of delay, cost, fault resilience, etc.).

2We focus on only the sharing mechanism of COSMOS here. Issues such as
payment security and authentication, right management, and attacks are beyond
the scope of this paper.

3For generality, we assume in the following, MDC is used.
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Fig. 1. A COSMOS system in which mobile devices form a peer-to-peer net-
work. They cooperatively download and share video descriptions pulled from a
content provider.

We use the following example to illustrate the basic concept
of COSMOS. Fig. 1 shows six mobile devices labeled from to

forming a wireless broadcast network using their secondary
channel. The solid lines indicate the reachability of the data
through the broadcast channel. In the network, by broadcasting
beacon messages, each peer learns which descriptions its neigh-
bors are receiving. Mobiles , , and pull different video de-
scriptions from the content provider. They relay the multimedia
data received to others by rebroadcasting using the secondary
channel, hence providing service to , , and . Note that be-
cause some nodes ( , , and in the figure) may not need to
download data, the total streaming cost is reduced.

Clearly, COSMOS enjoys the following strengths:
• Reduction in streaming cost and bandwidth requirement

per node: Because a peer may need to pull only a video de-
scription while enjoying the full video quality, COSMOS
achieves much lower cellular bandwidth requirement and
streaming cost.

• Low delay: The delay depends on the broadcast hop. In
COSMOS, we found that one to two broadcast hops would
be enough to achieve good performance. This leads to low
video delay.

• High scalability: COSMOS is a fully distributed broad-
cast protocol. It is simple to implement, and each mo-
bile may needs to keep some simple and partial informa-
tion on its neighbors and does not need to know any net-
work topology. Therefore, COSMOS is light-weight with
low exchange overhead in terms of control messaging and
membership maintenance. As a single broadcast may cover
a large number of users without the need of any mobile for-
warding, it is scalable to large group.

• Robustness to peer dynamics and failures: Each mobile
may receive multiple descriptions at the same time. There-
fore, the departure or failure of a node would not break
video continuity. Furthermore, some peers may enjoy
replicated description depending on their network loca-
tions. Such redundancy greatly improves the robustness of
the system.

In this paper, we address several important issues in
COSMOS. The first one is how peers pull different video
descriptions in a distributed manner so as to achieve good video
quality and channel utilization even in the presence of network
dynamics. The second issue is the protocol on how peers take
turns in pulling descriptions to achieve good fairness in cost
sharing. We also propose a generic architecture framework for
the implementation of COSMOS peer.

We have conducted simulation to evaluate COSMOS perfor-
mance and compare it with a recently proposed scheme, CHUM
[5], [6]. Our results show that COSMOS achieves better per-
formance in delay, cost fairness, video bitrate achieved, and re-
silience to peer failure, with some sacrifice in cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we overview relevant previous work. We present in Section III
the COSMOS problem formulation. The details of COSMOS
protocol is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we present
a generic framework of COSMOS. We show our simulation
results and the comparison with CHUM in Section VI. In
Section VII, we conclude with some future work.

II. RELATED WORK

We briefly discuss previous work as follows. A recent
work, CHUM (Cooperating ad-hoc networking to support
messaging), which shares multimedia data among mobile de-
vices in an ad-hoc manner [5], [6]. To minimize the streaming
cost, one of the peers pulls multimedia content and shares
it to their peers. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only
recent work closely related to our work; therefore, we will
compare our scheme with that. However, CHUM is based on
a tree topology based on point-to-point communication, while
COSMOS is based on a mesh topology with broadcasting.
Therefore, COSMOS has lower delay, better fault resilience,
lower processing requirement and lower maintenance overhead
at nodes.

Using a secondary channel for mobile data delivery has been
investigated in iCAR (Integrated cellular and ad-hoc relaying
systems), which integrates cellular system with ad-hoc network
[7], [8]. However, while the previous work focuses mainly on
how to relay data from a mobile to the base station, COSMOS
does not have complicated routing issues. Furthermore, as op-
posed to COSMOS, there is no fault and user dynamic issues in
iCAR (as the relay points are stationary and reliable). Another
work, SPAWN (Swarming protocol for vehicular ad-hoc net-
works), considers content delivery in wireless (vehicular) net-
works [9], [10]. The protocol uses a gossip mechanism to ex-
change information among users. COSMOS, on the other hand,
does not need point-to-point communication, and hence is much
simpler and achieves lower processing and exchange overhead.

We extend the work in [11] by considering dynamic, rather
than fixed, broadcast scope where each peer determines whether
to broadcast a packet depending on its local density. This greatly
reduces flooding and the channel redundancy. In addition, we
present a framework for the implementation of COSMOS.

WIANI (Wireless infrastructure and ad-hoc network integra-
tion) is a multi-hop WLAN which makes use of ad-hoc channel
for scalable content delivery [12]. As compared to WIANI,
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COSMOS routing is simpler as it is based on broadcasting
and mobiles do not need to know the addresses of each other
(no end-to-end communication and routing is necessary).
Furthermore, as opposed to WIANI, COSMOS mobiles use a
secondary channel for peer-to-peer broadcasting and sealed to
consider cost issues in stream sharing.

MACA (Mobile-assisted connection-admission) and MADF
(Mobile-assisted data forwarding) construct an ad-hoc overlay
network with a secondary channel on fixed infrastructure to
achieve load balancing in a cellular network [13], [14]. An user
in a hot cell connects to its neighbor cold cell through other
users. While the work is based on unicast, COSMOS uses broad-
casting to distribute data to achieve higher user scalability.

There has been much work on video broadcasting (see, for ex-
ample, [15]–[18] and references therein). However, these work
are related to wired broadcast network. In mobile broadcasting,
such as the case we are considering, we need to consider whom
the broadcaster should be and the scope of the broadcast. Our
system does not need the information of peer location as pro-
posed in [19].

COSMOS may use MDC, which is a compression scheme
where a video clip is coded into multiple independent de-
scriptions. MDC has been extensively studied before (see,
for example, [20]–[22]). Different schemes provide different
tradeoffs in terms of compression performance and error
resilience. The use of MDC for video streaming has been
widely studied. Padmanabhan et al. propose that introducing
redundancy can provide robustness in media streaming [23].
They use multiple distribution trees for data delivery, and MDC
to provide redundancies in network paths and data. However,
the tree management of this protocol is centralized, while
in COSMOS, peers determine whether data broadcasting is
necessary in a distributed manner. The authors in [24] investi-
gate the advantage of path diversity to reduce the probability
of simultaneous loss in the paths using Multiple Description
Content Delivery Network (MD-CDN). In a more recent work
[25], Mobile Streaming Media CDN (MSM-CDN) is used
to overcome delivery challenges such as mobility, wireless,
and user scalability. However, they mainly consider that each
user downloads a full set of descriptions using point-to-point
connections to servers, while we discuss in COSMOS how to
collaboratively pull a stream and share data among the peers to
reduce telecommunication cost.

Previous research has extensively studied distributed algo-
rithms for selecting the rebroadcasting peers for data delivery
using local neighbor information in wireless network [26]–[30].
However, the work mainly focuses on static data delivery. We
need to address the dynamic selection of pullers and video de-
scriptions so as to achieve good video quality and better fault
resilience.

In a graph, a dominating set is a subset of nodes such that a
node is either in the dominating set or a direct neighbor of a node
in the dominating set. The minimum dominating set (MDS)
problem is to compute a dominating set of minimum size. An
algorithm for MDS can be used to find a minimum set of pullers
in COSMOS network. Approximate algorithms for selecting a
dominating set are investigated in [31], [32]. However, the ap-
proximation MDS algorithms mainly focus on the running time

and approximation efficiency of the algorithms. The dominating
set selected does not change if the graph is fixed. In COSMOS,
we need to study a mechanism for peers to take turns in pulling
data so as to achieve fairness in streaming cost sharing.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the broadcast problem of
COSMOS to illustrate the complexity of the problem. As there
is no polynomial time algorithm for the problem recently, we
present our distributed heuristic in next section.

As wireless broadcasting may cause the duplication of
packets and the contention of the wireless medium, it is impor-
tant to construct a broadcast tree for COSMOS such that the
number of broadcasters is minimized. We simplify the problem
by considering one puller in the system since the simplified
problem is sufficient to show the hardness of COSMOS broad-
cast problem. Let represents the mobile network,
where is the set of mobile nodes and is the
set of edges where and if node can reach
node in its power range (assuming equal power for all nodes).
In order to minimize the cost of COSMOS, we need to find a
minimum connected set such that

(1)

and, for any node, say , not in ,

(2)

We can select any one node in set as the puller of the network.
This is the well-known minimum connected dominating set

problem and has been proved to be NP-hard [33]. To share the
workload of the puller, we need to consider that there are more
than one puller in the system. This makes the problem harder
than the problem formulated above. Therefore, in COSMOS,
we need to propose a heuristic to select peers for video data re-
broadcasting in a distributed manner. This heuristic is presented
in the next section. Due to the complexity and dynamic of the
system, the analysis of the system is intractable and hence we
will use simulation to study our scheme.

Before we proceed, we define the following notations which
will be used for the remainder of this paper:

• : The set of all neighbors of node .
• : The set of neighbors of node receiving descrip-

tion from .
• : The set of neighbors of node in which they are

not served with description .
• : A function returning a random number uniformly

distributed between 0 and .

IV. COSMOS DESCRIPTION

In COSMOS, there is a video server where the video is en-
coded into independent video descriptions using MDC

. A peer randomly chooses and pulls a description through the
cellular link, which provides some basic video quality. To im-
prove its video quality, a peer may pull other descriptions or be
helped from its neighbors through the broadcast channel.
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Given above, we present the details of COSMOS protocol.
We first discuss how a peer broadcasts its video descriptions
with a fixed broadcast scope in Section IV-A. Then, we present
an algorithm with dynamic broadcast scope in Section IV-B. In
Section IV-C, we discuss how peers take turns to pull video data
so as to achieve cost fairness, and how to handle peer dynamics
and failures.

A. Video Distribution With Fixed Broadcast Scope

In this protocol, pullers simply broadcast the video data
they pull to their neighbors with a certain broadcast scope. As
the delay increases with the broadcast scope, the scope would
be limited to a certain value . Each broadcast packet has a
Time-to-Live (TTL) field which is initialized to (e.g. ).
When a peer receives the packet, it decrements TTL by 1. Peers
rebroadcast the packet so long as TTL is greater than 0.

As an example, refer to Fig. 1 again with . Mobiles
, , and pull different video descriptions from the content

provider. As is one, each description is broadcasted in one
hop from the corresponding puller. Therefore, while pullers ,

, and pay one description, they enjoy two, three, and two
descriptions, respectively. Nodes , , and are passive re-
ceivers enjoying one, two, and one description, respectively.

B. Video Distribution With Dynamic Broadcast Scope

When user density is high, using a fixed broadcast scope
leads to high packet redundancy in the wireless channel. On
the other hand, when user density is low, it may be beneficial
to extend broadcast scope to reduce the streaming cost. There-
fore, we propose here a distributed broadcast algorithm with dy-
namic broadcast scope which effectively distributes the descrip-
tions among peers of different local density without wasting the
channel bandwidth. The main idea of the algorithm is that a node
does not rebroadcast a video packet if many of its neighbors are
being served with that description. To achieve this, a node col-
lects the local information of its neighbors to determine whether
it should rebroadcast a packet or not.

To achieve dynamic scope, peers exchange local information
with their neighbors (we refer neighbors of a node as the
mobiles within the power range of the node). Fig. 2 shows
the format of a beacon packet. Each node periodically broad-
casts beacon packets with only one hop. The packet contains
Sender_Node_ID which is the source ID of beacon packet.
The
pair indicates which descriptions are received by the sender of
the beacon and ID of its direct neighbor that the description is
received from. Since a peer has only one upstream node for a
description received, a Received_Description_Index is unique
and does not equal another one in a beacon packet.

The format of the video packet is shown in Fig. 3. By the
fields Description_Index and Upstream_Node_ID, a node
knows which of its neighbor (i.e. the “upstream node”) broad-
casting the description. If a node receives a description from
multiple neighbors, the upstream node of the earliest packet is
put in the Upstream_Node_ID.

Note that the upstream node of a video packet is either a
source (puller) or an intermediate rebroadcasting node. If it is

Fig. 2. The format of beacon packet. Each node broadcasts beacon packets to
its one-hop neighbors periodically. By exchanging beacon packets, peers can
learn the local service information and the local topology within one hop.

Fig. 3. The format of video packet used during broadcasting video data.

the source and has some neighbors (as known from beacon mes-
sages), it broadcasts the video packets pulled. On the other hand,
if it is not a puller, it determines whether to rebroadcast the
packet or not according to the following.

Suppose it is the first time for a non-puller, say , receives
a video packet of description . If more than a certain fraction
of its neighbors have already received description from nodes
other than , it does not rebroadcast the packet. In other words,

evaluates

(3)

which is the percentage of potential beneficiaries that can be
served by node . If is less than a certain threshold (a
system parameter), does not rebroadcast the packet. There are
two extreme cases on the value of . If , the system
will work similar as COSMOS scheme with a fixed broadcast
scope. Wireless medium contention may happen if network is
too dense. On the contrary, if , only pullers broad-
cast descriptions and there is no description rebroadcast. More
pullers are required and hence the streaming cost increases. So,
the setting of is a trade-off between wireless medium traffic
and streaming cost. Note that , , and may
be a moving average as their values continuously change due
to network dynamics. They can be obtained from the beacon
messages, and do not need to be very accurate for the system to
work.

A node to rebroadcast a video packet first waits by a random
period to avoid collision. In general, we would like a node with
a larger to rebroadcast its packets earlier, so that more nodes
would be benefited by such broadcast. To achieve this, the re-
broadcast delay is calculated as

(4)
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where is the maximum rebroadcast delay in the system. Upon
receiving a packet, a node suppresses its rebroadcast schedule
of the same description.

In order to limit the source-to-peer delay of the system, there
is a maximum limit on the broadcast scope of a packet given by

. As in the case of fixed broadcast scope, Time_to_Live (TTL)
is initialized to and decremented by one on each hop. A node
can only rebroadcast a packet if TTL is greater than zero and

.
As an example, refer to Fig. 1 again with and
. Mobiles , , and pull different descriptions , ,

and , respectively. When a peer receives a description, it de-
termines whether to rebroadcast or not by evaluating . For ex-
ample, receives description in the first broadcast (one hop)
from puller . From beacon messages, it knows that its neigh-
bors , , and are not receiving the description from any
other peer. hence gets , which is larger than .
So, it rebroadcasts the description . However, when re-
ceives description , it finds that is the puller and is al-
ready receiving the description transmitted from . Therefore,

evaluates and discards the rebroadcast operation to
save some wireless channel bandwidth. As a result, , , and

are pullers paying one description and enjoying three descrip-
tions, while , , and are passive receivers enjoying three,
three, and one descriptions, respectively.

C. Cost Sharing and Group Dynamics

Since peers randomly select video descriptions to pull, it may
happen that two mobiles pull and broadcast the same description
to each other. Though this redundancy leads to some failure re-
silience, it increases streaming cost and cellular bandwidth re-
quirement. It is beneficial for one of them to pull another de-
scription to improve the video quality and bandwidth utilization.
In general, we would like the node with more neighbors to keep
sharing (broadcasting) its pulled description, as its description
broadcasted is beneficial to more users. The Number_of_Neigh-
bors field in the video packet is to resolve whom the puller
should be. In case of a tie on the number of descriptions, the peer
with the largest Puller_Node_ID would pull the description.
The peers without the full video descriptions would randomly
choose any of its missing descriptions to pull. If the peer finds
that all the descriptions are already available from the broadcast
secondary channel, it becomes a passive receiver.

As the number of peers increases, some may not need to
pull any descriptions. To more fairly distribute the load and the
streaming cost among the peers, COSMOS has a mechanism to
exchange the roles between pullers and passive receivers when
a puller has been downloading video data for some time.

A certain time seconds before a puller would like to stop
pulling, it sets the Switch flag of the video packet and set RPT
(residual pull-time) as to inform other peers on its intention
of role switching. The packet is broadcasted within the scope .
A passive receiver who receives the video packet with Switch
flag set starts a random timer with time . If by this time it
does not receive the corresponding description from its neigh-
bors, it becomes a puller of the description by broadcasting the
description it pulls. In other words, the one with the earliest
timer becomes the puller.

Fig. 4. A generic system architecture diagram for a COSMOS node.

Before a puller leaves the network, it notifies other peers
so that they can contend to pull the description for sharing. A
leaving puller sets the Switch flag of the video packet and set
RPT to 0. The other peers, upon receiving the packet, start a
random timer of value where is some constant. What
follows is similar to the role switching mechanism.

COSMOS is robust since some descriptions may be dupli-
cated. If a puller fails or a peer moves out of the coverage
range of an upstream node, the same description can be sup-
plied from other peers. Peers can buffer and order the video
packets received according to their Description_Index and
Sequence_Number of the packet. In this way, duplicate packets
can be identified and removed. Then, video packets can be
assembled together before presenting to the decoder. If a peer
finds that some of its video descriptions have been missing for
a time (due to, for example, node failures or out of coverage
ranges of upstream nodes), it starts pulling and sharing the
video description after a certain random timer , where

and are some constants.

V. COSMOS FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a generic system architecture for
the implementation of COSMOS. Fig. 4 depicts the system
framework of a COSMOS node. Telecommunication Interface
allows communication with a content provider for the peer to
pull multimedia data. The Secondary Network Interface is used
to broadcast and receive packets. Multimedia Player decodes
multimedia data received and displays it on a mobile device.
Apart from the above components, there are five key modules
in the system.

1) Packet Processor: The functions of this unit are to ex-
tract information from packets (beacon packets and video
packets) received from the Telecommunication Interface
and the Secondary Network Interface and deliver it to other
modules. Upon processing a beacon packet, the module
provides neighborhood information to Neighbor Informa-
tion Manager. If a video packet is received, it extracts the
required information and passes to Packet Monitor, Buffer
Manager, and Broadcast Manager modules.

2) Buffer Manager: This module manages video data re-
ceived and stores it in Buffer memory. When a video
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packet (Fig. 3) is received, Packet Processor module
delivers Video_Data to Buffer Manager. It then stores
and orders the data in Buffer memory according to De-
scription_Index and Sequence_Number. In addition, this
module supplies suitable video data to Multimedia Player
and Broadcast Manager for display and broadcast, respec-
tively.

3) Neighbor Information Manager: When Packet
Processor module obtains a beacon packet
(Fig. 2), it extracts Sender_Node_ID and pairs of

.
This neighbor information is then passed to Neighbor
Information Manager for book-keeping, and to Broadcast
Manager for data broadcast.

4) Broadcast Manager: The primary function of
this module is to broadcast beacon packets pe-
riodically. It constructs a beacon packet by
setting Sender_Node_ID and embedding a list

pairs, which indicate the descriptions received and the
upstream nodes of the descriptions. Then, the packet is
broadcasted through the Secondary Network Interface.
Moreover, Broadcast Manager handles broadcasting of
video packets and constructs video packets for broadcast
operations with suitable Video_Data supplied from Buffer
Manager. If a video packet is received from the Telecom-
munication Interface, the peer is a puller. Packet Processor
then requests Broadcast Manager to broadcast the packet.
It proceeds the broadcast operation if there is some direct
neighbors recorded in Neighbor Information Manager.
On the other hand, if a video packet is obtained through
the Secondary Network Interface, it decides whether a re-
broadcast is necessary by evaluating using the local in-
formation provided by Neighbor Information Manager. If
it is needed, the rebroadcast operation is scheduled with a
delay given before.

5) Packet Monitor: Packet Monitor keeps track of video
packets received by recording Description_Index and Se-
quence_Number. When Packet Processor receives a video
packet with Switch flag set, this means that a puller would
like to stop pulling. Therefore, Packet Monitor starts a
random timer . If by this time the corresponding
description is not received, it starts pulling video data. In
addition, this unit monitors whether there is missing or
redundant data. The peer will become a puller of multi-
media data if the corresponding data have been missing
for some time, or it stops pulling data when it receives the
same description as it pulls.

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we describe the simulation used to compare
the performance of COSMOS and CHUM. Peers are randomly
placed in a 100 units 100 units area with power range of 15
units. Peers enter the system with Poisson arrival rate (request/
unit time). Each peer remains in the system with exponential
time of mean unit time if it does not fail before then. A peer
may fail with rate (request/unit time). Therefore, at steady
state, the average number of peers in the system is

and the probability that a peer fails is . In this paper,
we normalized the time such that (request/unit time).

We consider that bandwidth is normalized such that a full
stream of a video clip is of bandwidth 1. For both COSMOS and
CHUM, it may incorporate with MDC of descriptions

and each description is of lower bandwidth of a full stream.
To account for MDC coding inefficiency, we consider that each
description is of bandwidth , where is a bandwidth
dilation factor. We have implemented an event-driven simulator
in C++ to study the system. All data are taken at steady state. In
the simulation, pulling time and transmission time are assumed
to be negligible.

A. Metrics

Consider peer with its system time . Let be an instant
of its lifetime in the system and be the number of peers
examined. We consider the following performance metrics in
our study.

1) Receiving Channel Traffic: Receiving channel traffic
refers to the bandwidth required in receiving data for
a user through the broadcast channel. Let be the
bandwidth that peer receives at time . We are interested
in the average receiving channel traffic given by

(5)

2) Total Channel Traffic: Total channel traffic refers to the
total bandwidth required for a user. Let be the sum
of bandwidth that peer broadcasts and receives at time .
We define the average total channel traffic as

(6)

3) Delay: This is the minimum number of broadcasts before
a peer receives a particular description. Let be max-
imum delay of all its descriptions received at time . We
are interested in the average delay defined by

(7)

4) Cost: It refers to the streaming cost per unit time for a user.
Let be the total description bandwidth that peer
pulls at time . We are interested in the average cost over
all users defined as

(8)

5) Cost Fairness: We define streaming cost per unit time for
peer as

(9)
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Fig. 5. Channel traffic for two COSMOS schemes (fixed broadcast scope and dynamic broadcast scope) withD = 2. (a) Channel traffic versus average number
of peers. (b) Channel traffic versus broadcast threshold.

We further define cost fairness using Jain’s fairness index
as given by

(10)

6) Video Bitrate: This refers to the (effective) description
bandwidth received per unit time for a peer, excluding du-
plicate data received. Let be the effective description
bandwidth that peer receives at time . We are interested
in the average video bitrate defined as

(11)

7) Bitrate Fluctuation: Let and be the standard devi-
ation and the mean of , respectively. We define bitrate
fluctuation of peer as the coefficient of variation given by

. We are interested in the average bitrate fluctua-
tion over all users as given by

(12)

Unless otherwise stated, we set (request/unit time),
(request/unit time), broadcast scope , and broad-

cast threshold as baseline parameters. We consider
and .

B. Experiments

The channel traffic for COSMOS with a fixed broadcast scope
and dynamic broadcast scope is plotted in Fig. 5(a). It illustrates
that the total and receiving channel traffic for the scheme with
a fixed broadcast scope raises much faster than that with dy-
namic broadcast scope as increases. Note that, in general,

Fig. 6. Average delay versus average number of peers.

the receiving channel traffic increases with the same rate as the
total channel traffic. Most of the bandwidth is used on receiving
packets broadcasted.

For COSMOS with a fixed broadcast scope, there are unnec-
essary broadcast operations when the number of peers is high.
At that time, peers are located closely to each other and the
user density is high. Some of them rebroadcast a description
received to a group of users in which most of them may be cov-
ered by previous transmissions. Each peer receives many dupli-
cate packets. In Fig. 5(a), the receiving channel traffic increases
rapidly with the same rate as the total channel traffic. Most of
the bandwidth is spent on receiving replicate packets. So, this
wastes wireless channel bandwidth and may lead to wireless
medium contention. On the other hand, with dynamic broadcast
scope, a peer broadcasts a description if it can cover many poten-
tial beneficiaries who are not being served by other peers. This
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Fig. 7. Average cost. (a) Average cost versus average number of peers. (b) Average cost versus broadcast threshold.

can eliminate unnecessary rebroadcasts in the system. There-
fore, the determination of broadcast necessity greatly reduces
the usage of channel bandwidth.

The channel traffic of COSMOS with dynamic broadcast
scope against broadcast threshold is plotted in Fig. 5(b).
Channel traffic decreases while broadcast threshold in-
creases. When , the system works similar as COSMOS
with a fixed broadcast scope. There are unnecessary description
rebroadcasts and this results in high channel traffic. On the
contrary, when , only pullers broadcast descriptions
and there is no description rebroadcast. So, the channel traffic
is low.

In addition, we can deduce the bandwidth requirement of a
peer from the figures. Let be the actual bandwidth of a
video clip. Since the bandwidth of a full stream video clip is
normalized to 1 in the simulation, the real bandwidth require-
ment of a peer equals to . As
the COSMOS scheme with a fixed broadcast scope has channel
contention problem, we leave out the results of this scheme and
consider the COSMOS scheme with dynamic broadcast scope
for the following experiments.

Fig. 6 compares that the performance of COSMOS with
CHUM in terms of delay as increases. Clearly, COSMOS
has a much lower delay. In COSMOS, the video packets are
broadcasted within the scope and hence delay is limited. For
CHUM, the video data is forwarded until it reaches leaf nodes
of forwarding tree. Accordingly, COSMOS has a better delay
performance than CHUM.

When the CHUM network is small, its average tree height and
the average delay increases with . Nevertheless, average delay
drops slightly beyond a certain value. This is because when the
area becomes very crowded, the average path length (in terms
of number of hops) to puller would not increase any further or
even reduce due to shortest path routing. As a result, the delay
of CHUM decreases when we take average over all users.

Furthermore, the number of descriptions would affect the
delay performance. This is because a node receives video de-

scriptions from different pullers. The node may have different
distances (in terms of number of hops) to the pullers. Since we
consider the maximum delay of all descriptions received, more
descriptions would lead to have a higher resultant delay. As a
result, the average delay increases with the number of descrip-
tions.

The average costs for COSMOS and CHUM are plotted in
Fig. 7(a). As the inefficiency of MDC is significant for the cel-
lular bandwidth pulled and affects the streaming cost, we also
consider bandwidth dilation with dilation factor for
the schemes with number of descriptions . In general, the
average cost increases by about 10% comparing to the schemes
without bandwidth dilation.

When the number of users increases, more peers collaborate
to pull video data and the cost is shared among them. At any
instant of time, there is one peer pulls each video description
in a CHUM network and it does not have duplicate packets. On
the other hand, as COSMOS is a mesh approach to distribute
multimedia data, some pullers may download replicate packets
simultaneously. Consequently, the average cost of CHUM drops
much faster than that of COSMOS as increases.

Fig. 7(b) shows the average cost of COSMOS against broad-
cast threshold . The streaming cost increases with the
broadcast threshold . When , only pullers broad-
cast video descriptions and there is no description rebroadcast.
So, it works similar as COSMOS with broadcast scope .
More pullers are required and hence attaining higher streaming
cost. On the other hand, for , the system works like
the COSMOS scheme with a fixed broadcast scope. Pullers
broadcast descriptions which cover the nodes hops
away from the pullers. Therefore, the number of pullers and the
streaming cost reduce.

However, since only one peer pulls a video description in
CHUM network at the same time, the cost is distributed to a few
of peers only. Some peers may not have chance to contribute
and pull anything before leaving the system. The costs charged
to peers are inconsistent. Fig. 8(a) shows a histogram to illus-
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Fig. 8. Cost distribution among peers in CHUM and COSMOS networks. (a) Cost distribution for CHUM withD = 2. (b) Cost distribution for COSMOS with
D = 2.

trate the cost distribution in the CHUM network. The streaming
cost for a peer is defined in (9). During the simulation period,
the streaming cost is only distributed on a few of peers. Most
of the peers need to pay for a very low cost only, or even do
not need to pay, while only a small proportion of peers pay for
most of the streaming cost of the entire system. On the contrary,
in COSMOS system, many peers collaboratively pull video de-
scriptions simultaneously. Thus, the streaming cost can be as-
signed to more peers, hence attaining higher fairness. The his-
togram for cost distribution in COSMOS network is plotted in
Fig. 8(b). Most of the peers contribute on pulling descriptions
for some time during their system time and hence the streaming
cost can be fairly distributed to users.

Furthermore, with different average number of peers, we
compare the fairness in cost sharing between CHUM and
COSMOS. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. We use Jain’s fairness
index, which has value between 0 and 1, as an indicator for cost
fairness. The larger the fairness index is, the fairer the streaming
cost is distributed. Clearly, CHUM has a lower cost fairness
than COSMOS, as the cellular streaming cost is more biased
toward a few hosts. Moreover, the fairness in cost sharing
changes with number of descriptions. When there are more
descriptions in the system, more pullers are requires to pull a
full set of descriptions from the content provider. Therefore,
more peers contribute in pulling different descriptions and the
streaming cost can be distributed to a larger number of users. As
a result, the fairness in cost sharing increases with the number
of descriptions .

Despite our protocol to reduce description duplication in the
network, there are unavoidable description redundancy in the
network. This is in fact an advantage as it leads to higher failure
tolerance. Furthermore, the use of MDC minimizes the stream
disruption when peer fails. The neighbors of the failure peer
would experience the loss of one description only rather than
the entire video clip as in CHUM. Hence, the video bitrates of
peers can be kept rather steady. In CHUM, once a peer fails,
some downstream nodes may suffer stream discontinuity, which
affects the bitrate adversely.

Fig. 9. Cost fairness versus average number of peers.

Fig. 10(a), Fig. 10(b), Fig. 10(c),and Fig. 10(d) plot four video
bitrate profiles of peers in CHUM and COSMOS. The video
bitrate obtained is the effective bitrate received for video de-
coding. The figures show that there are some bitrate drops which
are due to peer leaves and peer failures. A peer leave causes a
smaller gap while a peer failure results in a bigger gap. In gen-
eral, CHUM peers have more bitrate drops during their system
times. There is only one puller for each description. Due to a
peer leave or failure, its downstream nodes cannot receive video
data and they suffer some loss of video data. On the contrary,
for COSMOS system, there are fewer bitrate drops because the
video data delivery is based on mesh topology instead of tree
topology as in CHUM. Description duplication reduces the ef-
fect of peer leaves and failures. Even though other nodes some-
times cannot supply duplicate description, the peer experience
the loss of one description only. Especially, COSMOS scheme
with can bear the loss of a description. This is because
the loss does not affect the continuity of the video since a usable
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Fig. 10. Video bitrate profile of peers in CHUM and COSMOS networks. (a) CHUM peer with D = 1. (b)CHUM peer with D = 2. (c) COSMOS peer with
D = 1. (d) COSMOS peer with D = 2.

Fig. 11. Average video bitrate versus average number of peers.

quality is maintained whenever any description is correctly re-
ceived. Hence, MDC would provide better failure resilience to
the system.

We show in Fig. 11 the average bitrate received per node.
Clearly, COSMOS achieves higher video bitrate than CHUM.

This is because there is only one source (puller) for each video
description in a CHUM network, while COSMOS is a mesh net-
work with multiple pullers. COSMOS peers may receive dupli-
cate descriptions and this reduces the effect of peer leaves and
failures. Hence, higher effective video bitrate can be achieved.
For COSMOS system, as the bandwidth of each description is
defined as , the number of descriptions received equals to

. Furthermore, we show in Fig. 12 the bi-
trate variation as failure rate increases. CHUM suffers from
a larger bitrate fluctuation. The bitrate for COSMOS is more
steady due to inheritance redundancy and MDC.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a scalable and cost-effective protocol
called COSMOS (Collaborative Streaming among Mobiles)
to distribute multimedia content to a group of mobile devices.
COSMOS may incorporate with multiple description coding
(MDC) for higher fault tolerance and stream stability. Each
peer randomly selects and pulls an unavailable video descrip-
tion through the cellular link. It shares the description with
its neighbors by broadcasting it so that its neighbors obtain
more descriptions without increasing their streaming cost.
We propose a broadcast algorithm with dynamic broadcast
scope to effectively deliver multimedia data with good channel
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Fig. 12. Average bitrate fluctuation versus peer failure rate.

bandwidth utilization. Furthermore, peers take turns in pulling
and hence the cost can be distributed more fairly. By con-
trolling the broadcast scope, the delay of the system can be
limited. In addition, we present a generic system framework of
COSMOS for its implementation. Our simulation results show
that COSMOS with dynamic broadcast scope substantially
reduces the channel bandwidth usage (by more than 50% in
our results). It achieves higher effective bitrate received (by as
much as 20%), better fairness in cost sharing (by improving
it more than 100%), higher fault tolerance, and more stable
stream, as compared with a previous scheme (CHUM).

We are currently studying the heterogeneity of mobile devices
in terms of their processing power and maximum number of de-
scriptions they can decoded. We are also investigating the incen-
tive issue so that peers may be willing to pull the streams and
share them with neighbors.
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